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A R T E  L I Q U I DA
BIANCO TOSCANO
INDICAZIONE GEOGRAFICA TIPICA

Arteliquida is a project where art and wine meet each other creating new shapes’ and 
tastes’ identity every year. Arteliquida is not merely a label, but a visual expression of the 
many aspects belonging to the wine’s world, emphasizing wine research ( with the con-
tained) as much as the artistic one ( with the bottle). This wine springs from the friend-
ship between the producer Alessandro Griccioli and the artist Eugenia Vanni; they keep 
taking care of and enriching the project with new ideas and collateral events every year.

Arteliquida bianco is a great tuscan white wine, the only one which bounds 
together a french vine, Viogner, with tuscan vine Malvasia and Trebbiano.

The label 2007: The label reinterprets the bottle’s and glass’ concept intertwining 
them in the very same shape wich is an empting upset bottle and a straight refilling 
glass at the same time.The shape ( whose matrix is hand-painted ) shows with its 
multiple nature the meaning of drinking and the plesaure that follows this simple but 
also complex action which leads torward so many discoveries: the wine’s discoveries.

Grape variety: Viognier 40%, Trebbiano 30%, Malvasia Toscana 30%.
Origin area: Tenuta di Montechiaro - Siena.
Alcohol: 13,50% by Vol.

TASTING NOTES
Colour: Straw yellow trimmed by golden reflexes.
Scents: Complex and elegant, with fruited recognitions passion fruit, floreal 
recognitions of Iris, orange flower, a delicated almond and pepper flavour, 
and a light herbaceous scent of mown grass and caper flower.
Taste: Great mineral structure, nice acid balance, long tasting persistence, 
honey aftertaste.
Service temperature: 14° C.
Food pairing: First courses prepared using meat and game, white meat and red 
with sauce or grilled.

WINE MAKING AND AGING
Harvesting method: Manual in small crates. Fermentation: 10 days.
Skin maceration: 24 h + criomaceration. Lenght of aging: 12 months.
Aging containers: Barriques (Oak Barrols 225 l), 1s, 2nd, 3th year.


